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Very acccesible
lectures, fully

recorded, view as
many time as you

like, long term
access afte  course

ends

Caroline is a highly
experienced

practitioner and
lecturer, and is
committed to

sharing knwoeldge,
clincal experience,

and to suppport
your learning at

your paceLife and work

balance is very

important to the

CNMO - thats why

we offer flexible

hybrid courses,

that you can pace

yourself with

About the CNMO teaching style

We offer one to one
support, and we

simply want to you
develop YOUR skills

and YOUR clinical
experience



THE CERTIFICATE
A 3 semester / one year online
programme, with zoom meetings
to start your learning journey -
recorded Lectures and resources
equivalent to 9 taught weekends

THE DIPLOMA
A further year of training, online and
with 5 practical weekends (15 days) of
technique and patient examination
routines included, on top of another 9
weekend equivalent recorded lecture
package, with zoom meetings.

PROGRAMMES
ARE ASSESSED

Pass each semester to
progress to the next.

COURSE FORMAT



You should choose the Certificate to start if
you don't have much PAEDS OR MATERNAL
CARE experience, or you need to review al

the anatomy, physiology, visceral and other
approaches required to begin this journey. 

 But, even if you have done a diploma
before, the Certificate includes such a lot of
the physiology, neuroscience, anatomy and
concepts, that it makes a great addition to

any prior learning, which may not have had
the same level of science / evidence.



You should choose the Diploma after the
Certificate, if you really want to dig deep into
the complexities of helping mothers and their
babies  It is totally impossible to separate out
the mum from the baby, and vice versa, and

they must be consdiered as a unit, even if they
can't feed as a functioning breast-mouth dyad.  

Infant feeding support is complex, has many
elements to it, and it is so much more than

understanding tongue ties , birth stress, and
hyoid mechanics for example.  



Programme aims / focus
This programme has an extensive library of content, and is supported
by tutorials delivered live / in person on zoom, and also has practical
days associated with it, which are accompanied / preceded by videos.

 
 You can join the meetings, watch the recordings, undertake the

assignment if you wish (or not!), and gain an in depth understanding of
neuroscience, polyvagal, autonomic, endocrine immune, bonding, self

and coregulation issues, anatomy, biomechanics, and all sorts of things
to do with the way mums and the their babies move through in

intrauterine period, through birth and beyond, and try to establish their
bonds, their rhythms and their feeding and settling relationships.

This course embeds the Obstetrics CPD series, some of the Paeds CPD
series, and the Life Sucks! lactation and infant feeding CPD series and
the Rhythms talks, hat are found on osteobitesize.com, but then adds

to both of them significantly. 
 

These rhythms, arousal, tone, motor-sensory integration, balance and
developmental issues, plus primitive reflexes and issues of regulation
are all deeply explored from a perspective that relates to osteopathic

practice and is woven into a consideration of how to apply all this
science and experience into something that supports mother and child.

Its highly clinically oriented and will allow you do synthesize your own
approach and determine how you can begin or further your journey in

supporting mums and their infants. 
 

This course is not tied to any paradigm such as the involuntary
mechanism, and accordingly can explore many more relevant aspects
of science and related evidence, and links many conditions of infancy
such as unsettledness, poor bonding, birth stress, maternal distress,

infant moulding and movement issues and dynamics of fatigue, stress
and nutrition in both.



Module Guide



Short CPD excerpt can be seen on this
link (1 hour)

https://vimeo.com/510641636



How the courses work
The Certificate and the Diploma share similar formats

there are 3 semesters, each with 3 months
every month there is online learning (around 5 hours a week)
equivalent to a full weekends of lectures, plus other resources.  
You coplete these in your won time.
there is an hour zoom meeting each month
after 3 months there is an assessment, which you need to
submit to progress to the next semester
if you need to postpone for a while that is fine - you can pick it
up, the semester you paused at, usually when it next comes
round again (unless you delay just for a short time, and your
progression can be reorganised more quickly)

Diploma students only have prepaid access to 5 weekends (15
days) of practicals - to complete the practicals, these can be
done in any order, and you choose 5 of the available weekends
- as many of the techniques overlap between programmes. 
 You can spread the course attendance over 2 years.  If you
withdraw there is no refund for any portion of any unattended
practicals, as you get access to technique recordings anyway.
Practicals are assessed in person, and so you can't complete
the programme until they are all completed.
Diploma students also need clinical observations and be doing
their own patients (even if only a few) as patient cases need to
be assessed also



PRACTICAL LECTURES DATES FOR 2022, FOR
THOSE ON THE DIPLOMA - note, these all contain
somatic components as well, and are combined

across programmes

Choose up to 5 for your programme  and take
them in one year, or spread over two.  The cost

is already included (apart from travel etc) in
your Diploma Course Fee. Repeated annually.

STOMATOGNATHIC / RESPIRATORY / CVS 14-15-16
January 2022

 
OBSTETRICS, BASIC PELVIC FLOOR, BREAST CARE - 4-5-6

Feb 2022
 

ABDOMINAL / GASTROINTESTINAL - 25-26-27 March 2022
 

RENAL SYSTEM, URINARY TRACT, BASIC MALE AND
FEMALE UROGENITAL - 27-28-29 MAY 2022

 
PAEDIATRICS - FROM INFANTS TO ADOLESCENTS - 17-

18-19 JUNE 2022
 

COMPLEX FEMALE UROGENTIAL AND PELVIC
DYNAMICS, PLUS INTERNALS - 15-16-17 JULY 2022

 



 
Certificate Qualifications (all topics) -

One Year Distance Learning Mode.

 

Early bird price

October 2021 intake

 

£650 (ends 3 October 2021)

 

Full price £900 for enrolments from 4

October onwards (final enrolment by 1

November).

Diploma - One Year Hybrid Mode 

 

£2000 for enrolments registered by 3

October, 2021.

Cost includes 5 lots of 3 day technique

intensives 

Course starts October 2021

Final enrolment by 1 November, 2021.

Full Diploma cost is £2500

 



Venue FOR PRACTICALS

Courses are in Colne (exact address TBC), junction 14 off
the M65.  Airports are Leeds, Liverpool or Manchester 

It is hoped that free or very low cost accoodation can be provided, TBC.



cnmo.co.uk

Contact Us Now

Visit the website to enrol

Discounts end 30 September,

enrolment closes 30

November, 2021.

 

COURSES START 1st OCT, 2021

The College of Non Musculoskeletal Osteopathy

Call / Whatsapp:

+44 (0) 7508843232

 

Email:

admin@cnmo.co.uk

 

College: CNMO, 2A Park Road

Barnoldswick, BB18 5BG, UK

https://cnmo.co.uk/

